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Abstract 

This paper introduces a new toolbox of graphical-interface software algo- 
rithms for the numerical simulation of vibration tests, analysis of modal da- 
ta, finite element model correlation, and the comparison of both linear and 
nonlinear damage identification techniques. This toolbox is unique because 
it contains several different vibration-based damage identification algo- 
rithms, categorized as those which use only measured response and sensor 
location information ("non-model-based'' techniques) and those which use 
finite element model correlation ("model-based'' techniques). Another 
unique feature of this toolbox is the wide range of algorithms for experi- 
mental modal analysis. The toolbox also contains a unique capability that 
utilizes the measured coherence functions and Monte Carlo analysis to per- 
form statistical uncertainty analysis on the modal parameters and damage 
identification results. This paper contains a detailed description of the var- 
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ious modal analysis, damage identification, and model correlation capabil- 
ities of toolbox, and also shows a sample application which uses the toolbox 
to analyze the statistical uncertainties on the results of a series of modal tests 
performed on a highway bridge. 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper introduces a new suite of graphical-interface software algo- 
rithms to numerically simulate vibration tests and to apply various modal 
analysis, damage identification, and finite element model refinement tech- 
niques to measured or simulated modal vibration data. This toolbox is 
known as DIAMOND (Damage Identification And Modal aNalysis for 
Dummies), and has been developed at Los Alamos National Laboratory 
over the last year. DIAMOND is written in MATLAB [ 11, a numerical matrix 
math application which is available on all major computer platforms. DIA- 
MOND is unique in three primary ways: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

DIAMOND contains several of the most widely used modal curve-fit- 
ting algorithms. Thus the user may analyze the data using more than 
one technique and compare the results directly. This modal identifica- 
tion capability is coupled with a numerical test-simulation capability 
that allows the user to directly explore the effects of various test condi- 
tions on the identified modal parameters. 

The damage identification and finite element model refinement mod- 
ules are graphically interactive, so the operation is intuitive and the 
results are displayed visually as well as numerically. This feature 
allows the user to easily interpret the results in terms of structural dam- 
age. 

DIAMOND has statistical analysis capability built into all three major 
analysis modules: modal analysis, damage identification, and finite ele- 
ment model refinement. The statistical analysis capability allows the 
user to determine the magnitude of the uncertainties associated with 
the results. No other software package for modal analysis or damage 
identification has this capability. 

The development of DIAMOND was motivated primarily by the lack of 
graphical implementation of modem damage identification and finite ele- 
ment model refinement algorithms. Also, the desire to have a variety of 



modal curve-fitting techniques available and the capability to generate nu- 
merical data with which to compare the results of each technique was a mo- 
tivating factor. The authors are unaware of any commercial software 
package that integrates all of these features. 

This paper is organized as follows: An overview of DIAMOND is pro- 
vided, including an outline of each module (except for the numerical test 
simulator): experimental modal analysis and statistical analysis of modal 
data, damage identification, and finite element model updating. In each sec- 
tion, a flowchart of the menu structure of DIAMOND is presented. Follow- 
ing the overview section is an example of the application of DIAMOND to 
vibration data obtained from an actual highway bridge. This section con- 
tains a detailed description of the testbed, data acquisition equipment, and 
testing procedure. It also contains a sample experimental modal analysis, 
complete with statistical analysis of the variability of the results with re- 
spect to the variations inherent in the data acquisition process as well as 
variations resulting from changes in the environmental conditions of the 
bridge. 

OVERVIEW OF DIAMOND 

DIAMOND is divided into four primary modules at the top level: nu- 
merical vibration test simulator, experimental modal curve fitting and sta- 
tistical analysis, damage identification, and structural dynamic model 
updating. These four modules constitute the primary hierarchy in DIA- 
MOND, as shown in Figure 1. In this paper, the three analysis-oriented 

NUMERICAL VIBRATION - FINITE ELEMENT 
TEST SIMULATOR MODEL REFINEMENT 

I ,  , I  r 
EXPERIMENTAL MODAL ANALYSIS 

STATISTICAL MODAL ANALYSIS DAMAGE 

Figure 1: Flowchart of Top Level of DIAMOND 

modules (all but the test simulator) will be discussed in further detail. 



Exuerimental Modal Analvsis / Statistical Analvsis of Modal Data 

The experimental modal analysis module provides a series of tools for 
plotting the data in various forms, plotting data indicator functions, defin- 
ing sensor geometry, performing modal curve-fits, analyzing the results of 
modal curve fits, and analyzing the variance of identified modal parameters 
as a function of the noise in the measurements as defined by the measured 
coherence function. A flowchart of this module is shown in Figure 2. 

The most important feature of the experimental modal analysis module 
is the variety of modal parameter identification algorithms which are avail- 
able. These include: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Operating shapes (which is simply "peak picking," or "slicing" the FW 
matrix at a particular frequency bin) 

Eigensystem Realization Algorithm (ERA), [2] which is a low-order 
time domain modal parameter estimation algorithm. 

Complex exponential algorithm, which is a high-order time domain 
modal parameter estimation algorithm. The specific algorithm imple- 
mented is the Polyreference Time Domain [3] approach. 

Rational Polynomial Curve fit [4], which is a high-order frequency 
domain technique that uses orthogonal polynomials to estimate the 
coefficients of a rational polynomial representation of the frequency 
response function. 

Nonlinear least squares fit is a frequency domain parameter estimation 
technique that uses a Levenberg-Marquardt nonlinear least-squares 
curve fitting routine [5] to estimate modal frequencies and modal 
damping ratios from the unfiltered Fourier spectral responses of a base- 
excited structure. 

Any of these modal identification algorithms can be implemented in a 
statistical Monte Carlo [6] technique. In such an analysis, a series of per- 
turbed data sets, based on the statistics of the measured FRFs as defined by 
the measured coherence functions, are generated and propagated through 
the selected algorithm. The statistics on the results arethen used as uncer- 
tainty bounds on the identified modal parameters. 
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Figure 2: Flowchart of Experimental Modal Analysis / Statistical Modal 
Analysis Module 

Damaee Identification 

POSTPROCESSING 

The algorithms contained in the damage identification module of DIA- 
MOND can be classified as modal-based, finite element refinement-based, 
or nonlinear. A flowchart of the damage identification module is shown in 



Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Flowchart of Damage Identification Module 

The damage identification module presents a number of different algo- 
rithms: 

1. Strain energy methods are based on the work of Stubbs [TI, Comwell 
[8], and others. The basic idea of these methods is the division of the 
structure into a series of beam or platelike elements, and then the esti- 
mation of the strain energy stored in each element both before and after 
damage. The curvatures (second-derivatives with respect to space) of 
the mode shapes are used to approximate the strain energy content. 

2. Flexibility methods all use some measure of the change in the modal 
flexibility matrix, estimated from the mass-normalized measured mode 
shapes, [ @] , and modal frequencies squared, [A], as 

. I  



3. 

4. 

The modal flexibility matrix is used to estimate the static displacement 
the structure would undergo as a result of a specified loading pattern. 
The uniform load flexibility method [9] involves specifying a unit load 
at all measurement degrees of freedom (DOF), then comparing the 
change in the resulting displacement pattern before and after damage. 
The point flexibility method [lo] specifies the application of a unit load 
at each measurement DOF one at a time, then looking for a change in 
the resulting displacements at the same point before and after damage. 

The selective flexibility method, which is still under development, uses 
one of the above two flexibility approaches but filters the modes used 
to form the flexibility matrix according to their relative statistical uncer- 
tainty. The idea of this method is to exclude modes with a high uncer- 
tainty from the analysis to avoid biasing the results. 

The residual flexibility method [ll] also uses one of the above two flex- 
ibility approaches but includes the estimate of the residual flexibility, 
which is the contribution to the flexibility matrix from the modes above 
the bandwidth of interest. The resulting flexibility matrix is a closer 
approximation to the true static flexibility matrix than is the modal flex- 
ibility matrix. 

Finite element model correlation-based damage identification tech- 
niques are based on the comparison of the finite element model correla- 
tion results from before damage to those after damage. The correlation 
techniques are discussed in the next section. 

Nonlinear damage identification techniques are based on different the- 
ories of nonlinear signal processing. They are a widely varying group 
of methods and are reviewed and discussed in Ref. [ 121. 

Finite Element Model Refinement 

The finite element model refinement module consists of four options: 
pre-processing for update analysis, optimal matrix updating, sensitivity- 
based model update, and post-processing of update results. A flowchart of 
this module is shown in Figure 4. 

The pre-processing phase of the model correlation analysis involves the 
selection of which modal parameters (i.e. modal frequencies and mode 
shapes) should be used in the correlation, as well as which finite element 
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Figure 4: Flowchart of Finite Element Model Refinement Module 

model parameters should be updated. 

The optimal matrix update methods are based on the minimization of 
the error in the structural eigenproblem using a closed-form, direct solu- 
tion. The minimum rank perturbation technique (MRPT) [13] is one such 
method which produces a minimum-rank perturbation of the structural 
stifhess, damping, and/or mass matrices reduced to the measurement de- 
grees of freedom. The minimum rank element update (MREU) [ 141 is a sim- 
ilar technique which produces perturbations at the elemental, rather than 
the matrix, level. The Baruch updating technique [15] minimizes an error 
function of the eigenequation using a closed-form function of the mass and 
stiffness matrices. 

The sensitivity-based model update methods also seek to minimize the 
error in the structural eigenequation, but do so using a Newton-Raphson- 
type technique based on solving for the perturbations such that the gradient 



of the error function is near zero. [6] Thus these methods require the com- 
putation of the sensitivity of the structural eigenproblem to the parameters 
which are to be updated. The Hemez/Alvin algorithm [16],[17] computes 
the sensitivities at the elemental level, then assembles them to produce the 
global sensitivity matrices. The Ricles/Kosmatka [ 181 algorithm computes 
a "hybrid" sensitivity matrix using both analytical and experimental sensi- 
tivities. 

EXAMPLE APPLICATION: THE ALAMOSA CANYON 
BRIDGE 

The following analysis of modal data from a series of tests performed on 
a highway bridge is intended to demonstrate the application of the unique 
capabilities of DIAMOND to data from an actual field test. 

The Alamosa Canyon Bridge has seven independent spans with a com- 
mon pier between successive spans. An elevation view of the bridge is 
shown in Figure 5. The bridge is located on a seldom-used frontage road 

Figure 5: Elevation View of the Alamosa Canyon Bridge 

parallel to Interstate 25 about 10 miles North of the town of Truth or Conse- 
quences, New Mexico, USA. Each span consists of a concrete deck support- 



ed by six W30x116 steel girders. The roadway in each span is approximately 
7.3 m (24 ft) wide and 15.2 (50 ft) long. Integrally attached to the concrete 
deck is a concrete curb and concrete guard rail. Inspection of the bridge 
showed that the upper flanges of the beams are imbedded in the concrete, 
which implies the possibility of composite action between the girders and 
the deck. Between adjacent beams are four sets of cross braces equally 
spaced along the length of the span. The cross braces are channel sections 
((32x25). A cross section of the span at a location showing the interior cross 
braces is shown in Figure 6. At the pier the beams rest on rollers, and at the 
abutment the beams are bolted to a half-roller to approximate a pinned con- 
nection. These end conditions are shown in Figure 7. 

The data acquisition system used in the vibration tests consisted of a 
Toshiba TECRA 700 laptop computer, four Hewlett Packard (Hp) 35652A 
input modules that provide power to the accelerometers and perform ana- 
log to digital conversion of the accelerometer signals, an HP 35651A signal 
processing module that performs the needed fast Fourier transform calcu- 
lations, and a commercial data acquisition/signal analysis software pack- 
age produced by HP. A 3500 watt GENERAC Model R-3500 XL AC 
generator was used to power this system. 

3.66 rn (12') -= 

C12x2.5 

Figure 6: Cross-Section of Alamosa Canyon Bridge Span 

Pin Roller 
Figure 7: End Conditions of Alamosa Canyon Bridge Span 



The data acquisition system was set up to measure acceleration and 
force time histories and to calculate frequency response functions (FRFs), 
power spectral densities (PSDs), cross-power spectra and coherence func- 
tions. Sampling parameters were specified that calculated the FRFs from a 
16-s time window discretized with 2048 samples. The FRFs were calculated 
for a frequency range of 0 to 50 Hz at a frequency resolution of 0.0625 Hz. A 
Force window was applied to the signal from the hammer's force transduc- 
er and exponential windows were applied to the signals from the acceler- 
ometers. AC coupling was specified to minimize DC offsets. 

A PCB model 086B50 impact sledge hammer was used as the impact ex- 
citation source. The hammer weighed approximately 53.4 N (12 Ibs) and 
had a 7.6-cm-dia. (3-in-dia) steel head. This hammer has a nominal sensitiv- 
ity of 0.73 mV/lb and a peak amplitude range of 5000 lbs. A Wilcoxon Re- 
search model 736T accelerometer was used to make the driving point 
acceleration response measurement adjacent to the hammer impact point. 
This accelerometer has a nominal sensitivity of 100 mV/g, a specified fre- 
quency range of 5 - 15,000 Hz, and a peak amplitude range of 50 g. PCB 
model 336c integrated circuit piezoelectric accelerometers were used for the 
vibration measurements. These accelerometers have a nominal sensitivity 
of 1 V/g, a specified frequency range of 1 - 2000 Hz, and an amplitude range 
of 4 g. More details regarding the instrumentation can be found in Ref. [19]. 

A total of 31 acceleration measurements were made on the concrete deck 
and on the girders below the bridge as shown in Figure 8. Five accelerome- 

Figure 8: Accelerometer and Impact Locations 

ters were spaced along the length of each girder. Because of the limited 
number of data channels, measurements were not made on the girders at 



the abutment or at the pier. Two excitations points were located on the top 
of the concrete deck. Point A was used as the primary excitation location. 
Point B was used to perform a reciprocity check. The force-input and accel- 
eration-response time histories obtained from each impact were subse- 
quently transformed into the frequency domain so that estimates of the 
PSDs, FWs, and coherence functions could be calculated. Thirty averages 
were typically used for these estimates. With the sampling parameters list- 
ed above and the overload reject specified, data acquisition for a specific test 
usually occurred over a time period of approximately 30 - 45 minutes. All 
of the results in this paper are from measurements made on span 1 of the 
bridge, which is located at the far North end. 

A total of 52 data sets were collected over the course of the six days of 
testing. Temperature measurements were made at 9 locations around the 
bridge, both above and below the deck, to track the effects of ambient tem- 
perature changes on the test results. Reciprocity and linearity checks were 
conducted first. A series of modal tests was conducted over a 24 hour period 
(one test every 2 hours) to assess the change in modal properties as a result 
of variations in ambient environmental conditions, as discussed in Ref. [19]. 
A series of tests with various levels of attempted damage was also conduct- 
ed, but the permitted alterations in the bridge did not cause a significant 
change in the measured modal properties. Specifically, the nuts on the bolt- 
ed connections that hold the channel-section cross members to the girders, 
as shown in Figure 9 were removed. However the bolts could not be 100s- 

ened sufficiently, and no relative motion could be induced at the interface 
under the loading of the modal excitation. For this reason, the damage cases 
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presented in this paper are results from simulated stiffness reduction using 
a correlated FEM. 

Identification of Modal Parameters from Modal Data 

The identified modal frequencies and modal damping ratios from this 
analysis are shown in Table 1. The mode shapes identified in this analysis 
are shown in Figure 10. 

Table 1. Identified Modal Parameters from 
Alamosa Canyon Bridge Test 

Modal 
Modal Damping Ratio 

Mode Number Frequency (Hz) ("A) 
1 7.372 1.63% 
2 8.043 1.84% 
3 11.677 1.11% 
4 20.191 0.57% 
5 23.040 1.76% 
6 25.448 1.92% 
7 26.581 1.18% 
8 27.637 2.04% 
9 29.541 1.50% 

Analvsis of Uncertaintv in Each Test 

Statistical uncertainty bounds on the measured frequency response 
function magnitude and phase were computed from the measured coher- 
ence functions, assuming that the errors were distributed in a Gaussian 
manner, according to the following formulas from Bendat and Piersol [20]: 

where IH( o)l and LH( a) are the magnitude and phase angle of the mea- 
sured FW, respectively, ~'(0) is the coherence function, n d  is the number 



iMode 1, Freq = 7.372 Hz Mode 2, Freq = 8.043 Hz Mode 3. Frea = 1 1.677 Hz 

Mode 4, Freq = 20.191 Hz Mode 5, Freq = 23.040 Hz Mode 6, Freq = 25.448 Hz 

Mode 9, Freq = 29.541 Hz 

Figure 10: Identified Mode Shapes for Alamosa Canyon Bridge 

of measurement averages, and o(*) is the value of 1 standard deviation 
(68% uncertainty bound). These uncertainty bounds represent a statistical 
distribution of the FRF based on a realistic level of random noise on the 
measurement. Once the 1 standard deviation (68% uncertainty) bounds 
were known, 2 standard deviation (95% uncertainty) bounds were comput- 
ed. Typical 95% uncertainty bounds on the FRF magnitude and phase for 
this data set are shown in Figure 11. 



Figure 11: Typical 95 % Confidence Bounds on FFU? Magnitude and Phase 

Statistical uncertainty bounds on the identified modal parameters (fre- 
quencies, damping ratios, and mode shapes) were estimated using the un- 
certainty bounds on the FRFs via a Monte Carlo analysis [6] .  The basic idea 
of a Monte Carlo analysis is the repeated simulation of random input data, 
in this case the FRF with estimated mean and standard deviation values, 
and compilation of statistics on the output data, in this case the ERA results. 
For this analysis, the procedure is summarized as: 

1. Add Gaussian random noise to the FRFs using the noise standard devi- 
ations computed using Eq. (2). This additive noise represents a realistic 
level of random variations in the measurements. 



2. 

3. 

4. 

Mode 
# 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Run the noisy FRF through the ERA identification procedure and apply 
the modal discrimination using the previously computed parameters. 

Error on 
Modal 
F req 

0.06% 
0.73% 
0.06% 
0.24% 
0.50% 

Compute the mean and standard deviation of each modal frequency, 
damping ratio, and mode shape component over the total number of 
runs. 

Repeat steps 1,2, and 3 until the means and standard deviations calcu- 
lated in step 3 converge. 

For the current study, the convergence took about 100 runs. Tracking the 
convergence determined the sufficient sample size to provide significant 
confidence on the statistical estimates. The 95% uncertainty bounds on the 
modal frequencies, mode shapes, and mode shape curvatures resulting 
from random disturbances and noise, as computed by the Monte Carlo 
analysis, are presented in Table 2. These three sets of parameters (frequen- 

Table 2. Uncertainty Bounds on Measured 
Parameters from Random Disturbances 

0.06% 
0.09% 
0.11% 
0.19% 

Avg. Error on 
Mode Shape 

1.68% 
45.42% 
1.74% 

23.77% 
157.83% 
5.58% 
3.63% 
5.50% 

156.16% 

Avg. Error on 
Mode Shape 

Curvature 
555.49% 
5118.41% 

6.85% 
12.98% 

637.66% 
36.97% 
33.61% 
9.54% 

36.57% 

cies, mode shapes, and mode shape curvatures) were analyzed because 
they are the parameters most commonly used in damage identification and 
model refinement analyses. It is observed from these results that the uncer- 
tainty bounds on the modal frequencies are much smaller than on the mode 
shapes, with the mode shape curvatures having the largest uncertainties. 
(The definition of the "average" errors for mode shape and mode shape cur- 
vature are presented in the comparison section of the paper.) 
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Analysis of Uncertaintv from Environmental Variations 

Figure 9 shows the first mode frequencies along with their 95% confi- 
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Figure 12: Changes in First Modal Frequency over a 24 hour Period 

dence limits plotted as a function of the measurement completion time. 
Also plotted on Fig. 9 is the change in temperature between the two ther- 
mometer readings made on the concrete deck (east - west). This figure clear- 
ly shows that the change in modal frequencies are related to the 
temperature differentials across the deck. The first mode frequency varies 
approximately 5% during this 24 hour time period. Similar variations and 
correlation with deck temperature differentials were observed for the other 
modes of the structure. 

Effects of Uncertainties on Damage Identification 

The changes in the bridge as a result of damage were predicted using the 
finite element model. The damage case modeled was the 100% failure of a 
connection between a cross-member and an interior girder. A comparison 



of the estimated 95% confidence bounds and the predicted changes as a re- 
sult of damage for the modal frequencies are shown in Figure 13.The modal 
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Figure 13: Comparison of Modal Frequency 95 % Confidence Bounds to 
Changes Predicted as a Result of Damage 

frequencies of modes 3,4,7,8, and 9 undergo a change that is significantly 
larger than the corresponding 95% confidence bounds. The relative magni- 
tudes of the changes indicate that the frequency changes of these modes 
could be used with confidence in a damage identification analysis. It should 
be noted from the y-axis scale of Figure 13 that the overall changes in fre- 
quency as a result of damage are quite small (< 1.2%), but as a consequence 
of the extremely low uncertainty bounds on the modal frequencies (many 
less than 0.2%), these small changes can be considered to be statistically sig- 
nificant. 

The relative statistical significance of the changes in the various modes 
is one of the primary motivating factors for the selective flexibility ap- 
proach. Using the selective flexibility, those modes where the frequency 
changes are statistically insignificant would be considered to be unchanged, 
while those modes with significant frequency change would be used in the 
flexibility analysis. 

One method for comparison of the confidence bounds on the mode 



shape components to the predicted change as a result of damage is a direct, 
component-by-component comparison. Such a comparison for modes 3 and 
7 is shown in Figure 14. These plots show the mean values of the undam- 
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Figure 14: Comparison of Modes 3 and 7 Confidence Bounds and Predicted 
Change After Damage 

aged mode shape components in a solid line (with 95% confidence bounds 
at the measurement locations), with the predicted mode shape after damage 
represented by a dashed line. These mode shape components represent a 
“slice” of each of these mode shapes taken along one girder of the bridge. 
This slice of mode shape 3 contains 3 components that have a predicted 
change from damage that is greater than the 95% confidence bounds. Thus, 
the change in these 3 components can be used with confidence in a damage 
identification algorithm. However, none of the components of this slice of 
mode shape 7 have a change that is greater than the 95% bound, so these 
components of this mode shape have an insignificant change as a result of 
damage, and should not be used in a damage identification analysis 
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CONCLUSION 

A new toolbox of graphical-interface software algorithms, known as DI- 
AMOND, has been introduced and demonstrated. The toolbox provides the 
capability to simulate vibration tests, perfom experimental modal analysis 
including statistical bounds, apply various damage identification tech- 
niques, and implement finite element refinement algorithms. The structure 
of the toolbox menus was described in detail in this paper, and a sample ap- 
plication to measured data from a highway bridge was presented. 
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